Press release photo basel/berlin

In order to celebrate photography in real life again - photo basel is honored to announce the invitation by POSITIONS Berlin Art Fair to join their monumental art fair in September (September 10th - 13th 2020) - which runs parallel to the Berlin Art Week AND renowned Gallery weekend Berlin as well as the Berlin Biennale.

photo basel/berlin, POSITIONS Berlin Art Fair as well as paper positions berlin will all be jointly located at acclaimed Tempelhof Flughafen/airfield Berlin (Hangar 3 - 4).

We sincerely believe that this art event in Berlin will certainly be one of the cultural highlights of the year. In addition, we are looking forward to welcome many collectors as well as local visitors that flock the city of Berlin (last year the Gallery Week Berlin accounted for over 120'000 visitors), to celebrate art institutions of all kinds.

We are honored to welcome 20 international galleries, exhibiting over 200 photographic positions by a little more than 45 artists. We are excited to discover the works by Foam Talent winner Sophie Gabrielle (represented by &Col19) and the new body of work that Canadian star photographer Edward Burtynsky created during the confinement (Galerie Springer).

In addition, Katharina Maria Raab gallery (Berlin) will present a duo-show by the artists Ahmed Kamel and Hicham Benohoud. Zürich based Bildhalle gallery will show works by Douglas Mandry, Galerija Fotografija (Slovenia) will feature works by Roger Ballen as well as Radenko Milak and Roman Uranjek and Kyiv based Mironova Gallery will exhibit acclaimed artist Boris Mikhailov.

Since its inaugural edition in 2015, photo basel has cemented its profile as the most prominent photography fair in the German-speaking region. Bringing together galleries from around the world, the fair fosters a dialogue between members of the photographic and broader art world communities, attracting international media, visual art experts and collectors at key moments in the annual art world calendar.

Find additional material such as logos and exhibited artworks at your convenience under: http://www.photo-basel.com/press

www.photo-basel.com
photo basel/berlin

photo basel/berlin 2020
Date: September 10 – 13, 2020
Vip Preview: Thursday, September 10th, 2020
Venue: Tempelhof Airport Hangar 3 – 4
Berlin, Germany

Participating galleries

5Uhr30 – Cologne, Germany
&Col19 – Paris, France
Artco – Aachen, Berlin, Cape Town
Baudoin Lebon – Paris, France
Bildhalle – Zürich, Switzerland
Blow up Press – Warsaw, Poland
Chrysalid – Rotterdam, The Netherlands
Dix9 – Paris, France
Dorothée Nilsson – Berlin, Germany
Fabian & Claude Walter – Zürich, Switzerland
Galerie 94 – Baden, Switzerland
Galerija Fotografija – Ljubljana, Slovenia
ISSP – Riga, Latvia
Katharina Maria Raab – Berlin, Germany
Galerie Koschmieder – Berlin, Germany
Migrant Bird Space – Berlin, Germany
Mironova – Kyiv, Ukraine
Per van der Horst Gallery – Taipei, Taiwan & The Hague, The Netherlands
Galerie Peter Sillem – Frankfurt, Germany
Photon – Ljubljana, Slovenia & Vienna, Austria
Galerie Springer – Berlin, Germany
STP – Greifswald, Germany